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Abstract

How do we make inferences about the moral character of others? Here we review recent work on the cognitive mechanisms of moral inference and impression updating. We show that moral inference follows basic principles of Bayesian inference, but also departs from the standard Bayesian model in ways that may facilitate the maintenance of social relationships. Moral inference is not only sensitive to whether people make moral decisions, but also to features of decisions that reveal their suitability as a relational partner. Together these findings suggest that moral inference follows a relational logic: people form and update moral impressions in ways that are responsive to the demands of ongoing social relationships and particular social roles. We discuss implications of these findings for theories of moral cognition and identify new directions for research on human morality and person perception.
1. Introduction

Heider and Simmel’s classic studies of social perception sought to investigate “the processes which are involved in perceiving other individuals, their behavior and their personal qualities” (Heider & Simmel, 1944, p. 243). In their experiments, participants viewed a short film depicting movements of two triangles and a circle (Fig. 1).

**Figure 1.** Heider and Simmel’s 1944 experiments presented participants with a 2.5 minute film in which three shapes (a large triangle, a small triangle, and a circle) moved around a larger rectangle in various directions, configurations and speeds. A still frame from this film is depicted below. Figure adapted from Heider & Simmel (1944).

In the first experiment, participants were asked to “write down what happened in the picture.” With few exceptions, they wrote rich, detailed narratives that strikingly converged around a few core themes. The participants interpreted the moving shapes as intentional agents, usually humans; they commented on social relationships between the agents, usually perceiving a love triangle; and they evaluated the moral character of the agents, usually identifying a hero and a villain. Here’s one example (Heider & Simmel, 1944, p. 247):
The first thing we see in this little episode is triangle number-one closing the door of his square. Let’s insist that the action of the play is on a two-dimensional surface (not that it makes much difference) and we will undoubtedly start calling the square in which the triangle number-one seems to make his dwelling, a house, which infers three dimensions. But we are not sticking to the theme of our story.

Triangle number-one shuts his door (or should we say line) and the two innocent young things walk in. Lovers in the two-dimensional world, no doubt; little triangle number-two and sweet circle. Triangle-one (here-after known as the villain) spies the young love. Ah! ... He opens his door, walks out to see our hero and his sweet. But our hero does not like the interruption (we regret that our actual knowledge of what went on at this particular moment is slightly hazy, I believe we didn’t get the exact conversation), he attacks triangle-one rather vigorously (maybe the big bully said some bad word).

A second experiment asked participants more targeted questions about the agents in the film, (e.g., “What kind of person is the big triangle?”). Again, their responses were remarkably consistent, with 97% of participants describing the large triangle (the “villain”) as an aggressive bully, and a plurality describing the small triangle (the “hero”) as valiant and brave. A third study showed the film in reverse; again, most participants interpreted the moving shapes as intentional agents with clear motives: a bully chasing a victim, a prisoner escaping a cell, or a parent punishing a child.

Heider and Simmel speculated that their findings reflected a natural tendency to interpret movements in terms of acts of persons with distinctive personality traits: even the sparsest perceptual inputs are imbued with meaning that comes from our experience with the social world. In the decades following this seminal work, much research on social cognition has supported Heider and Simmel’s claims. Our minds are built for social inference, and we often go well beyond perceptual inputs when interpreting what we see others do.
SOCIAL PERCEPTION CONVERGES ALONG TWO PRIMARY DIMENSIONS: WHETHER AN AGENT HAS GOOD OR BAD INTENTIONS (ARE THEY WARM, COMMUNAL, MORAL?), AND WHETHER THEY ARE ABLE TO CARRY OUT THOSE INTENTIONS (ARE THEY COMPETENT, AGENTIC, DOMINANT?) (FISKE ET AL., 2007; KOCH ET AL., IN PRESS). WHILE THERE REMAINS SOME DISAGREEMENT ON THE EXACT STRUCTURE OF THESE DIMENSIONS -- E.G., WHETHER MORALITY IS DISTINCT FROM WARMTH (BRAMBILLA, SACCHI, RUSCONI, & GOODWIN, 2021), OR HOW THE DIMENSIONS ARE APPLIED TO STEREOTYPES ABOUT SOCIAL GROUPS (KOCH ET AL., 2020) -- THERE IS WIDESPREAD CONSENSUS THAT THE FIRST THING WE NOTICE ABOUT OTHERS IS WHETHER THEY MEAN TO DO US HARM OR GOOD. THIS MAKES SENSE FROM AN EVOLUTIONARY STANDPOINT: GIVEN THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR SURVIVAL IN ANCESTRAL ENVIRONMENTS, THE ABILITY TO QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY DETECT WHO IS TRUSTWORTHY PROVIDES OBVIOUS FITNESS BENEFITS.

IN THIS CHAPTER, WE BUILD ON FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH ON SOCIAL PERCEPTION TO EXPLORE THE COGNITIVE MECHANISMS OF MORAL INFERENCE: HOW DO WE LEARN ABOUT THE MORAL CHARACTER OF OTHERS FROM OBSERVING THEIR BEHAVIOR? WHAT ARE THE COMPUTATIONAL PRINCIPLES THAT DEFINE MORAL INFERENCE AND IMPRESSION UPDATING? WHAT KINDS OF INFORMATION DO WE USE TO INFER THE MORAL CHARACTER OF OTHERS? AND WHAT CONSEQUENCES DO MORAL INFERENCES HAVE FOR OUR OWN BEHAVIOR?

WE FIRST BRIEFLY REVIEW SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE PERCEPTION OF MORALITY, DEMONSTRATING THAT MORAL IMPRESSION FORMATION IS FAST, ACCURATE, AND DOMINATES OTHER KINDS OF SOCIAL IMPRESSIONS. IN PARTICULAR, THIS WORK HIGHLIGHTS A NEGATIVITY BIAS IN MORAL INFERENCE: NEGATIVE INFORMATION IMPACTS MORAL IMPRESSIONS MORE STRONGLY THAN POSITIVE INFORMATION (SKOWRONSKI & CARLSTON, 1989).

CONSIDERING THE NEGATIVITY BIAS IN THE CONTEXT OF EVOLUTIONARY PRESSURES ON COOPERATION HIGHLIGHTS A DILEMMA AT THE CORE OF MORAL INFERENCE: IT NEEDS TO ACCURATELY IDENTIFY THOSE WHO MEAN US HARM, BUT AT THE SAME TIME, IT NEEDS TO BE SUFFICIENTLY FLEXIBLE TO ACCOUNT FOR THE FACT THAT PEOPLE WITH GOOD INTENTIONS SOMETIMES MISTAKENLY CAUSE HARM. WE THEN TURN TO OUR RECENT WORK INVESTIGATING THE COGNITIVE MECHANISMS OF MORAL INFERENCE, WHICH IDENTIFIES A POTENTIAL SOLUTION TO THIS DILEMMA AND
suggests that moral inference is optimized for social relationships. Further evidence for this claim comes from studies showing that moral inference is not only sensitive to whether people make moral decisions, but also the specific types of moral principles they use to guide their decisions that reveal their suitability as relational partners, such as whether they prefer to follow particular moral rules or impartially maximize aggregate welfare. Finally, we consider research suggesting that people make inferences about moral character from information that on the surface appears to have little to do with morality – again, in ways suggesting that moral inference follows a relational logic. We conclude by highlighting the implications of this work for theories of social cognition and identifying future directions for research on morality and person perception.

2. Background

Philosophers and social scientists have long debated the nature of moral character. One important, or perhaps even the central, aspect of moral character is a basic preference for helping over harming others (Gert, 2004). The ability to accurately infer the moral character of others is crucial for successful social functioning. Through recurrent encounters we must learn whether someone’s intentions are good or bad, that is, whether they represent an opportunity or a threat. In Section 2, we will summarize past research on moral inference and identify a puzzle it raises: negative information dominates our moral impressions of others, but maintaining cooperative social relationships often requires forgiving others for past transgressions. We’ll consider how this puzzle might be resolved in Section 3.

2.1. Morality dominates person perception

Moral traits signal the extent to which an individual cares about another’s wellbeing. From an evolutionary perspective, learning whether someone has good or bad intentions (i.e., whether they mean to help or harm us) is more important for survival than whether they can carry out those
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intentions (Fiske et al., 2007). Accordingly, Fiske et al. (2007) have argued that moral information is sought out first to anticipate whether someone represents an opportunity or a threat, and only then is competence evaluated to determine how valuable or threatening they may be. Supporting this view, there is evidence that people are more interested in acquiring information indicative about others’ morality than their competence (Brambilla et al., 2011; De Bruin & van Lange, 2000; Wojciszke et al., 1998).

A large body of evidence shows that we infer moral character rapidly and effortlessly (Brambilla et al., 2021; Engell et al., 2007; Goodwin et al., 2014; Todorov et al., 2008; Todorov & Oh, in press). In adults, impressions of trustworthiness stabilize after merely 100 milliseconds of exposure to novel faces (Willis & Todorov, 2006), and these impressions influence subsequent moral evaluations even when facial information does not reach conscious awareness (Todorov et al., 2009). People readily infer moral character based on a single piece of behavioral information (Inbar et al., 2012; Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2012; Todorov & Uleman, 2003), and moral traits are processed more rapidly than traits indicative of competence (Willis & Todorov, 2006; Ybarra et al., 2001). Such rapid assessments of moral character are likely to be important for identifying the immediate goals of an actor and predicting what they will do in the future.

Once acquired, information relevant to assessing moral character dominates other types of information in person perception. Many studies reveal that our overall evaluations of others depend to a higher degree on moral traits (e.g., trustworthiness, kindness) than non-moral traits (e.g., intelligence, courageousness) (Wojciszke, 2005; Wojciszke et al., 1998). When asked to judge a familiar or novel other, individuals’ impressions are more strongly predicted by the target’s moral traits than traits indicative of competence or sociability (Goodwin et al., 2014).

Given the primacy of moral information in person perception, people also care strongly about appearing moral to others. Across different types of relationships (e.g., family members, employees)
trustworthiness is rated as the most desirable trait for an ideal person to possess, whereas other traits, such as intelligence and conscientiousness, are only valued to the extent that they are relevant to the nature of the relationship (Cottrell et al., 2007). People are also more concerned about their group appearing moral than appearing competent (Leach et al., 2007), and will even go to surprising lengths to preserve their individual reputations. In one study, more than half of participants reported they would rather die than have a reputation as a child-molester, and about a third of participants chose to submerge their hands in a bucket of live worms instead of having an email sent out that described them as racist (A. J. Vonasch et al., 2018). Indeed, evolutionary thinkers have explained the origins of morality and cooperation through the adaptive value of being identified by others as a morally good person (e.g. Alexander, 1987; Baumard et al., 2013; Nowak & Sigmund, 2005; Roberts, 1998). It has even been suggested that our very brain size and capacity for complex language is attributable to our need to appraise and share information – i.e., gossip – about the moral character of others (Dunbar, 2004). Thus, a sensitivity to information about moral character seems to be a defining feature of human social cognition.

2.2. Moral impression updating and the negativity bias

Moral impressions not only help us predict others’ behavior, but also guide our own behavior; people will approach those whom they infer to have a good moral character and avoid those whom they infer to have a bad moral character (Brambilla et al., 2013; Pagliaro et al., 2013). Our ability to assess others’ morality from social cues helps us reap benefits from social interactions and avoid exploitation. Even implicit social cues, such as the perceived trustworthiness of a face, impact subsequent social decisions in behavioral economic games. For instance, people invest significantly more money with strangers represented by faces rated as more trustworthy, despite no objective relationship between
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appearance and the return on investment (Feldman-Hall et al., 2018; Stanley et al., 2011; van ’t Wout & Sanfey, 2008).

Building and maintaining accurate representations of others’ morality is important because inaccurately inferring malintent in kind individuals can lead to missed opportunities, while inaccurately inferring good intent in self-serving individuals exposes us to manipulation and harm. To maintain these representations, we must also continually and flexibly update our impressions of others. Consider a time when you drastically changed your mind about someone. Perhaps a romantic partner cheated on you, or you were pleasantly surprised by the kindness of a coworker with a reputation for being selfish. Changing your impression not only served the purpose of updating your expectations about their future actions but it allowed you to adapt your own decisions given those new expectations. For example, learning that your neighbor has gossiped about another neighbor on your street might not only motivate you to update your impression of their trustworthiness but also teach you to behave more cautiously around that person.

A growing body of research on impression updating reveals how our moral impressions of others are updated in light of new evidence (Cone & Ferguson, 2015; Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2012; Reeder & Coovert, 1986; Skowronski & Carlston, 1992). To study impression updating, researchers have often employed lists of traits (e.g., energetic, persuasive, cold) or phrases describing a target’s social behaviors (e.g., “volunteered to stay late to help a coworker” and “kicked a stray cat to get it to leave his yard”). Participants are asked to provide an impression of the target’s character after being presented with a subset of the list, and then asked to provide another impression rating after being presented with another subset that is either congruent or incongruent in valence with the earlier behaviors. Impression updating is then quantified as the difference between the initial impression rating and subsequent impression rating. Work using these paradigms has made great strides towards our understanding of how impressions are updated. For example, Asch (1946) proposed that the overall impression of an
individual is not equal to the algebraic sum of its components. That is, each piece of information does not hold an equal weight towards updating an impression (Anderson, 1965).

Consistent with this notion, many studies have demonstrated that immoral actions carry greater weight towards updating an impression than moral actions (Rozin & Royzman, 2001; Skowronski & Carlston, 1989). This is commonly known as the negativity bias in impression formation. In an early demonstration of the negativity bias (Reeder & Coover, 1986), participants read a subset of either highly moral or highly immoral behaviors describing a target individual (e.g., “Donated time to take blind children to the park” and “Hit a child for no reason”). Next, participants rated their impression of the target from 1 (highly immoral) to 9 (highly moral). Lastly, participants read a final behavior in which the valence was incongruent with the initial subset of behaviors and provided a new impression based on the combined information. The authors found that impressions were more heavily updated when immoral information followed moral information than the other way around. This study, along with others (Briscoe et al., 1967; Cone & Ferguson, 2015; Dibbets, Pauline et al., 2012; Freedman & Steinbruner, 1964; Martijn et al., 1992; Riskey & Birnbaum, 1974), suggest that initial positive character impressions are more amenable to updating when presented with disconfirming evidence than negative character impressions. What might explain the emergence of a negativity bias in updating moral impressions?

One influential hypothesis posits that people consider negative moral information to be more diagnostic of someone’s character than positive moral information (Skowronski & Carlston, 1987, 1989). Not all actions are equally informative about a person’s character (Fiske, 1980). That is, there is a probabilistic relationship between actions and their causes; e.g., selfish people sometimes behave generously, but generous people rarely behave selfishly. Hence, we infer moral character more strongly from immoral actions because moral actions may be less informative for predicting others’ behavior. This heuristic may be useful for building expectations about the probability and magnitude of possible
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harm. Knowing the line someone will not cross, morally speaking, enables us to more easily and confidently predict how they will behave across a larger number of situations. This is consistent with research showing that people are more confident that someone who behaves selfishly will continue to behave selfishly than someone who behaves generously will continue to behave generously (Martijn et al., 1992).

Another possibility is that the negativity bias in moral impression formation is simply one manifestation of a broader, domain-general phenomenon: namely, that negative stimuli are psychologically more impactful than positive stimuli (Baumeister et al., 2001; Rozin & Royzman, 2001; Unkelbach et al., 2020). However, studies of impression formation on the dimension of competence do not support this view. Here, behaviors that convey a high level of competence carry more weight than incompetent behaviors (Skowronski & Carlston, 1987). The diagnosticity hypothesis can explain this overall pattern (negativity bias for moral inference, positivity bias for competence inference) because highly competent individuals sometimes behave incompetently, but highly incompetent individuals only rarely behave competently (Reeder & Brewer, 1979; Skowronski & Carlston, 1989).

2.3. Cooperation and forgiveness in an uncertain world

A negativity bias in social evaluations is theorized to be adaptive in an evolutionary sense (Cacioppo et al., 1997; Vaish et al., 2008): those who are “better safe than sorry” when inferring moral character should be more likely to avoid exploitation. However, forming rigid negative impressions of others carries its own costs in environments where people sometimes make mistakes. Erroneously inferring bad character can lead people to prematurely terminate valuable relationships and thereby miss out on the potential benefits of future cooperative interactions (R. M. Axelrod, 2006; Johnson et al., 2013; McCullough, 2008; Molander, 1985). Thus, successfully navigating social life requires strategies for maintaining social relationships even when others behave inconsistently and sometimes behave badly.
How can cooperation be maintained in an uncertain world? One possibility is to respond to bad behavior with probabilistic cooperation (Nowak & Sigmund, 1992). Evolutionary models show that this strategy, called “generous tit-for-tat”, outcompetes strategies that summarily end cooperative relationships following a single betrayal (Fudenberg et al., 2012; Wu & Axelrod, 1995). In line with these models, there is also evidence that humans use a generous tit-for-tat strategy when playing repeated prisoner’s dilemmas where others’ intended behaviors are implemented with noise (Fudenberg et al., 2012). Thus, it appears that the most successful strategies for repeated social interactions in an uncertain world are ones that contain an element of forgiveness and leniency (Fudenberg et al., 2012; Rand et al., 2009).

Forgiveness can be understood as the positive amendment of thoughts, behaviors, or emotions towards a transgressor (McCullough, 2000; McCullough et al., 2000; Snyder & Lopez, 2001). Forgiveness is not only abundant in social interactions but also important for an individual’s mental and physical health (T. W. Baskin & Enright, 2004; Worthington & Scherer, 2004). Research indicates that the propensity to forgive others is related to fewer symptoms of depression, decreased anxiety, and lower blood pressure (R. P. Brown, 2003; Krause & Ellison, 2003; Maltby et al., 2001; Witvliet et al., 2001). Difficulty forgiving others’ minor transgressions is commonly observed in mental illnesses characterized by interpersonal dysfunction (Barnow et al., 2009; Unoka et al., 2009). Patients with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) often hold grudges and write people off following seemingly insignificant slights (Sansone et al., 2013; Thielmann et al., 2014). Chronic unforgiveness is therefore believed to be a key component leading to abnormal social cognition and behavior in BPD patients (Gartner, 1988; Holm et al., 2009; Sansone et al., 2013), leading to the integration of forgiveness skills in standard treatments (Sandage et al., 2015).

2.4. Reconsidering the negativity bias
The ability to forgive others may be a necessary component for healthy social functioning. But how do we make sense of evidence for a strong propensity to forgive alongside research on the negativity bias, which suggests bad moral impressions are especially resistant to updating? One possibility is that the negativity bias may not operate in real life the way it does in psychological experiments. The bulk of evidence for the negativity bias comes from paradigms that may not resemble the kind of social information we typically encounter in everyday social interactions. In many of these studies, impression formation was examined using narrative descriptions of extreme and rare behaviors. For instance, Reeder and Coover (Reeder & Coover, 1986) studied impressions from negative behaviors such as “Stole money from a charity fund” and “Hit a child for no reason”, versus positive behaviors such as “Rescued a family from a burning house” and “Donated time to take blind children to the playground”. Not only are such behaviors rare to encounter in real life, but it is also highly unlikely that the same person would engage in both types of positive and negative behaviors. Results from studies like this may therefore not generalize to moral impression updating in real life, where most of us are unlikely to routinely interact with people who have rescued families from a burning house or stolen from charity.

Interestingly, when impression formation is examined using more minor transgressions and everyday acts of kindness (e.g., “He gave out toys at the children’s hospital” and “He told a colleague in public that she should lose weight”), reports of the negativity bias are less consistent (Carr & Walther, 2014). Skowronski and Carlston (Skowronski & Carlston, 1992) found that the difficulty in revising an initial bad impression was directly related to the extremity of behaviors; less extreme behaviors were easier to update in light of disconfirming evidence than more extreme behaviors. Consistently, Wojciszke et al. (1993) found that the negativity bias was either weak or non-existent when only moderately good and bad behaviors were used. Understanding moral inference from moderate behaviors is important because more moderate behaviors comprise the vast majority of what we
experience on a daily basis, and our success as a social species suggests we are able to accurately form moral impressions even in the absence of highly diagnostic information.

In a similar vein, recent work suggests that the negativity bias in impression updating can be explained by perceptions of how rare immoral behaviors are, relative to moral ones, and report no evidence for a negativity bias after controlling for the perceived frequency of behaviors (Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2013). Most studies on moral impression formation have not explicitly controlled for the perceived frequency of positive and negative behaviors. Thus, it is unclear whether valence asymmetries in impression updating observed in the past literature were due to differences in perceived frequency of behaviors, which we would expect to have downstream effects on diagnosticity. If negative behaviors used in these studies were in fact more rare than positive behaviors (and by extension, more diagnostic of character), participants may have formed more certain impressions about the bad characters than the good characters, which could explain why bad impressions in these studies were less amenable to updating. This leaves open the question of whether people actually learn differently about people inferred to be more vs. less moral, when their actions are equally diagnostic of their underlying character. Previous work has been unable to address this question because these studies have typically examined how people update impressions in response to vignettes featuring definitively (im)moral behaviors. This methodology makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to match the frequency and diagnosticity of moral vs. immoral behaviors because perceptions of vignettes are inherently subjective.

Another limitation of previous work on moral impression updating is that most studies employ relatively few behaviors and only a single ‘update’. That is, participants often rate their impression at only two time points; first after being presented with one description of behavior, and again after being presented with another set of behaviors that are incongruent in valence. However, evaluations of others rely on probabilistic inferences made about people’s actions, intentions and motivations, which unfold over time and are influenced by multidimensional factors including past experiences. Standard vignette-
based paradigms employed by much of the work on impression formation are therefore limited in their ability to capture the complex dynamics of the moral inference process.

2.5. Summary

Moral information dominates person perception, and there is substantial experimental evidence for a negativity bias in moral impression updating. Nevertheless, there are several important questions to resolve when considering how moral inference operates in everyday life. First, because past work on impression formation has mainly focused on extreme (and therefore highly diagnostic) behaviors, it is still relatively unknown how people form moral impressions from more moderate behaviors. Second, it is not well understood how moral impressions dynamically change over time. And finally, although a negativity bias helps us avoid exploitation, it can also be costly: attributing bad character from rare or minor transgressions leaves little room for people to make mistakes and can impede the development of stable relationships necessary for healthy social functioning. Responding to immoral acts with leniency and forgiveness may enable the development of successful relationships despite occasional harms. Although evolutionary and economic models provide descriptive accounts of these behaviors (Fudenberg et al., 2012; Grim, 1995; Nowak & Sigmund, 1992; Rand et al., 2009), the cognitive mechanisms that enable them are not well understood. These questions will be addressed in the next section.

3. Computational principles of moral inference

How do people dynamically form and update moral impressions from moderately helpful and harmful behaviors? In this section, we take a computational approach to develop a hypothesis that moral inference is optimized for relationship maintenance. Computational approaches can sidestep some of the limitations of past research and reveal new insights into the dynamic cognitive mechanisms
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of moral inference and impression updating in healthy people and in clinical populations with disturbed social relationships.

The cognitive scientist David Marr famously argued that to properly understand any information processing system, one must interrogate the system at three separate levels of analysis (Marr, 1982). The computational level identifies the goals of the system: what kinds of problems does moral inference solve, and what are the normative solutions to these problems? The algorithmic level specifies formally how inputs are transformed into outputs: how are features of moral actions (e.g., harms to others, benefits to self) transformed into global impressions of moral character? Finally, the implementation level describes how the algorithms are implemented in neural hardware.

Here, we focus primarily on the computational level of analysis. As a starting point, we consider Bayesian models of learning and inference under uncertainty, which provide a normative framework for building models of our environment under conditions of uncertainty. In other words, Bayesian models describe how we should optimally form beliefs when confronted with noisy data. Foundational work in the cognitive science of learning and decision-making has primarily considered the computational goal of accuracy: learners should seek to form accurate beliefs. Our recent work suggests an additional computational goal for moral inference: learners should seek to form accurate beliefs, but also should update those beliefs in ways that facilitate the development and maintenance of social relationships.

3.1. Bayesian models of learning and inference

Recent studies in cognitive science have sought to investigate the cognitive mechanisms through which people infer other’s hidden preferences, intentions, and desires over time (Aksoy & Weesie, 2014; Diaconescu et al., 2014; Jern & Kemp, 2015). By measuring the behaviors of individual learners and then fitting descriptive models to learners’ behavior, researchers can determine the extent to which behavior conforms to the predictions of the Bayesian ideal. These methods have advanced our understanding of
human cognition by allowing researchers to quantify trial by trial dynamics of learning and decision making to make precise predictions about behavior (Charpentier & O’Doherty, 2018; Hackel & Amodio, 2018; Lockwood & Klein-Flugge, 2020).

Bayesian inference models describe how an “ideal” observer should use accumulating evidence to optimally update beliefs about hidden states (e.g., preferences, desires, intentions) in the form of probability distributions. Bayesian models describe how prior beliefs (i.e., expectations) are updated with information about the likelihood of evidence, to arrive at posterior beliefs (i.e., current estimate of the hidden state; Fig. 2). In social interactions, prior beliefs about others’ character traits are used to make predictions about their future behavior. To illustrate, imagine you are standing behind your co-worker, George, in a coffee shop. George hands the cashier a $10 bill to pay for his coffee and you notice that the cashier accidentally hands him back a $50 bill instead of a $5 bill for change. You probably expect that George will take a series of actions: speak to the cashier, inform them of the mistake, and return the change.

Now, imagine George folds the bill and places it in his pocket. Consider a scenario where George had just started working with you. Because your experience with George is limited, your prior belief about his moral character is weak (Fig. 2a) – you are not confident about whether he is honest or dishonest. Consequently, the new evidence (pocketing the excess change) makes a strong impression, and you ultimately come to believe George is dishonest. Now consider a scenario where you have worked with George for a long time and are highly confident that he is reasonably honest – perhaps not a saint, but pretty unlikely to intentionally steal $45 (Fig. 2b). In this case, George’s behavior does not have much impact, and your posterior belief is not far from your prior. Instead, you may search for alternative explanations for George’s behavior -- for example, you may hypothesize that George didn’t notice the mistaken change – to help maintain your positive impression. These divergent outcomes illustrate the
impact of uncertainty in our prior beliefs on impression updating, a measure which has more often than not been overlooked in the impression formation literature.

**Figure 2. Bayesian updating of beliefs about moral character.** (a) A scenario where an observer has a weak prior belief about a target’s moral character (dashed gray line). Upon observing a dishonest behavior (dashed red line), the posterior belief (solid blue line) is updated in line with the evidence. (b) A scenario where an observer has a strong prior belief about a target’s moral character. The strong prior limits the extent of belief updating, such that even after observing a dishonest behavior, the posterior belief has not shifted much relative to the prior.

In Bayesian inference, the *variance* of the prior and posterior probability distributions captures how uncertain we are about our initial and updated beliefs. Bayesian inference suggests how we might optimally incorporate this type of uncertainty, often called estimation uncertainty, towards updating our impressions of others. According to this framework, uncertainty should suppress top-down expectation guided processes (prior expectations), but boost bottom-up sensory induced signals to promote learning about the uncertain state (Yu & Dayan, 2003). To this end, estimation uncertainty is related to the rate
of updating our beliefs in the face of new information (i.e., sensory signals), where high levels of uncertainty call for faster updating. This relationship between estimation uncertainty and the learning rate is normative: the more uncertain our beliefs, the more we should incorporate new evidence into our beliefs. Accordingly, a weak prior belief that George has honest preferences should motivate belief updating when presented with evidence that does not support this belief. In this way, even if initial beliefs are unreliable, they might still serve as a basis for learning about others by motivating more accurate models of a person’s character via enhanced information seeking and updating from evidence.

Ample research shows that in both social and non-social settings, human learning broadly conforms to the predictions of Bayesian models: all kinds of human beliefs are updated in proportion to their uncertainties (Griffiths et al., 2008). Whether people actually perform Bayesian statistics in their heads when learning under conditions under uncertainty is a question that remains unresolved. Nevertheless, Bayesian models serve as a useful benchmark against which to measure human learning because they specify precisely how to optimally make predictions in an uncertain world—a problem humans continually face, especially during social interactions.

One useful application of Bayesian learning models is a program of research demonstrating how learning responds to physiological states such as arousal. This work shows that being in an aroused state accelerates belief updating by increasing the susceptibility of new information on existing beliefs. Nassar et al. (2012) directly examined the relationships between arousal and non-social perceptual learning in a predictive-inference task where participants inferred the mean of a gaussian distribution that changed stochastically over time. The authors found that pupil diameter, which is believed to be a reliable indicator of state arousal (Eldar et al., 2013; McGinley et al., 2015; Reimer et al., 2016), was positively related to uncertainty about the inferred mean and subsequent belief updating, as estimated from a Bayesian learning model (Nassar et al., 2012). Importantly, the authors found that a task-independent manipulation of arousal increased belief uncertainty and belief updating by increasing the susceptibility.
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of new information on existing beliefs. Recent work using a threat-of-shock manipulation suggests how this process might unfold. Threat-induced arousal was shown to increase sensitivity to new information by augmenting the influence of prediction errors via amplified cortical excitability while dampening feedback from prefrontal cortices to reduce reliance on prior expectations (Cornwell et al., 2017). Such an arousal-linked learning system may be especially advantageous in the face of impending threats, where the ability to rapidly detect and respond to one’s environment is essential for avoiding harm.

The fact that threat-induced arousal accelerates belief updating suggests a possible solution to the puzzle identified in Section 2: people might form more uncertain beliefs about threatening social stimuli (such as people behaving badly), and therefore may be able to rapidly update those beliefs if they turn out to be mistaken. Because social threats are also emotionally and physiologically arousing (Fouragnan, 2013; Noordewier et al., 2019; Öhman, 1986; Roelofs et al., 2010), people may be especially uncertain about immoral agents and consequently augment the relative influence of newly arriving over historical information on existing beliefs. In other words, beliefs about bad agents may be updated more rapidly, because uncertainty associated with potential threats promotes learning from new information. Conversely, diminished vigilance may suppress updating from new information to favor rapidly developed (prior) assessments when evaluating the choices of good agents. This suggests a theoretical model where inferences about moral character impact the relative influence of historical and new information on existing beliefs in impression formation. More uncertain, flexible beliefs may help maintain relationships in the wake of immoral behaviors by enabling them to update rapidly in light of new information. Consequently, examining the computations underlying moral inference may elucidate the mechanisms through which people can update negative impressions despite the potency of negative information in impression formation. Given the importance of cooperation and forgiveness in maintaining healthy relationships, these processes may be crucial for understanding populations displaying dysfunctional social cognition and behavior.
3.2. Investigating the computational mechanisms of moral inference

We conducted a series of experiments to test the hypothesis that, when people form beliefs about others, they form more uncertain impressions about harmful individuals than helpful individuals (Siegel et al., 2018). This makes negative impressions more volatile (i.e., amenable to updating), while positive impressions would remain more stable. Such an asymmetry would provide a possible solution for maintaining social relationships when others sometimes behave badly: more negative impressions can be easily revised if they turn out to be mistaken, while more positive beliefs are resilient and can remain stable in the face of minor transgressions.

To test this hypothesis, we developed a paradigm that enabled us to control for a number of factors known to impact impression updating. First, we know that moral impressions are highly dependent on prior social experience, which is difficult to control. To account for this, we measured moral inference in a setting where people observe morally relevant actions that they have not encountered before and therefore would not have strong prior expectations about. We exploited a paradigm we developed to study moral decision-making in the lab, where people decide whether to inflict moderately painful electric shocks on another person in exchange for money (Crockett et al., 2014). Decisions in this paradigm are well-described by a model that includes a “harm aversion” parameter, \( \kappa \), which quantifies the subjective cost of harming the victim as an exchange rate between money and pain and ranges from 0 (profit maximizing) to 1 (pain minimizing) (Fig. 3a). Because ethical systems universally prohibit harming others for personal gain (Gert, 2004), and because harm aversion correlates with other morally relevant traits like empathy and psychopathy (Crockett et al., 2014), we can use harm aversion as a proxy for moral character in this paradigm. Of course, the decision to trade money for shocks is unlikely to be encountered in everyday life. However, in the context of studying moral inference, this is a feature (rather than a bug) because participants are unlikely to hold strong...
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prior beliefs about typical levels of harm aversion in the population. Decisions to seek or avoid profit from inflicting (mild) pain on another person are also more moderate than the types of behaviors typically studied in impression formation research. This allowed us to study how people form moral impressions from information that is not extreme or definitive, which is closer to the information that people use when forming impressions in their daily lives.

**Figure 3.** Moral inference task. (a) In the task, two “agents” make decisions about whether to inflict electric shocks on another person in exchange for money. Preferences are captured by a “harm aversion” parameter, here plotted as a function of how much money (in British pounds) an agent requires to deliver an additional shock to the victim. (b) Participants learned about two agents who differed in their harm aversion; the “good” agent required substantially more money per shock than the “bad” agent. (c) On each trial, participants were shown the agent’s choice options; predicted what the agent would choose; and shown the agent’s actual choice. Every third trial, participants provided a subjective rating of the agent’s overall moral character, and a subjective rating of the uncertainty of their impression. Panels b-c reprinted with permission from Siegel et al. (2018).
In our moral inference task, we presented participants with two ‘agents’ who faced a series of decisions trading off different amounts of money for oneself and pain to a victim. One agent (the ‘bad’ agent) had a low level of harm aversion ($\kappa = 0.3$), requiring only a profit of $0.43 to deliver each shock to the victim. Another agent (the ‘good’ agent) was substantially more harm averse ($\kappa = 0.7$), requiring $2.40 per shock (Fig. 3b). Of course, the terms ‘bad’ and ‘good’ are subjective and relative; here our main interest was to probe whether the dynamics of moral impression formation differed when learning about agents who differed in their levels of harm aversion. Participants observed sequences of 50 choices made by each agent (presented in randomized order). On each trial (Fig. 3c), participants predicted the choice the agent would make and immediately received feedback about whether their prediction was correct. Every third trial, participants made a global impression of the agent’s moral character (on a scale from ‘nasty’ to ‘nice’ or ‘bad’ to ‘good’) and also rated the uncertainty of their impression (on a scale from ‘very certain’ to ‘very uncertain’). After learning about both agents, participants were invited to entrust money with each agent in a one-shot trust game.
The task design therefore allowed us to measure three different aspects of moral inference. By observing the trajectories of the impression ratings, we captured participants’ evolving subjective impressions of the agents’ moral character, and the uncertainties of those impressions. A Bayesian reinforcement learning model was fit to participants’ trial-wise behavioral predictions of the agents’ choices to capture the influence of historical information and newly arriving information on evolving beliefs about the agents’ harm aversion. And finally, by observing the money entrusted in each agent, we could measure the behavioral consequences of moral inference.

Instead of presenting participants with positive or negative behaviors in hypothetical scenarios (as in past research on moral impression formation), our paradigm operationalized moral character in terms of an exchange rate between money and pain, allowing us to tightly control how informative agents’ behavior was with regard to their underlying preferences (i.e., the harm aversion parameter). This allowed us to investigate impression formation from positive and negative behaviors that were matched in diagnosticity, sidestepping the challenges inherent in attempting to match positive and negative stimuli using vignettes. Over the course of learning, we precisely matched the trial sequences with respect to how much information was provided about each agent’s harm aversion. In this way, we could ensure that the statistics of the environment did not advantage learning about either the good or bad agent, and this symmetry was confirmed by the fact that an ideal Bayesian observer (i.e., a simulated learner that performs the task as accurately as possible) learned identically about the good and bad agents. Because of this design feature, if we observed an asymmetry in learning about bad versus good agents, we could confidently infer these is not due to an asymmetry in the information we provide to participants. And by comparing participants’ actual learning behavior against the benchmark of the ideal Bayesian observer, we were able to discover additional computational goals that may be unique to moral inference.
3.3. Beliefs about ‘bad’ agents are more uncertain and volatile than beliefs about ‘good’ agents

Siegel et al. (2018) used the moral inference task to investigate the computational mechanisms of moral inference in a series of lab and online experiments. In each study, participants predicted the choices of a good and bad agent, and these data were modelled with a Bayesian reinforcement learning model that generated a global estimate of belief volatility (parameter, $\omega$) that captures how rapidly beliefs evolve over time. Belief volatility is set in log space and is monotonically related to belief uncertainty as measured by belief variance, $\sigma$ (i.e., more uncertain beliefs are more volatile (Mathys et al., 2011). Bayesian reinforcement learning models capture the fact that when beliefs are uncertain, they are more sensitive to updating from new information; thus the rate of learning can change in tandem with belief uncertainty, in contrast to simpler reinforcement learning models (such as the Rescorla-Wagner model) where learning rates are fixed and do not change over time. Across all of our moral inference studies, Bayesian models described participants’ behavior better than simpler Rescorla-Wagner learning models, demonstrating that social inference is dynamic and highly sensitive to the uncertainty of beliefs.

Because we operationalized moral character in quantitative terms, we were actually able to make claims about the accuracy of moral inference, because there is a “ground truth” about the agents’ moral preferences that is discoverable (in contrast to hypothetical scenarios, where moral inference is subjective). Examining the learning trajectories revealed that participants were quickly able to develop accurate beliefs about agents’ harm aversion; the model’s final estimates of participants’ beliefs about each agent’s $\kappa$ closely resembled the agent’s true $\kappa$ and significantly differed from one another. Subjective character ratings showed a similar pattern; participants inferred positive and negative moral character for agents with high and low harm aversion, respectively. Participants were able to use these
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divergent beliefs and impressions to adaptively tune their trust behavior, entrusting the good agent with about twice as much money than the bad agent in a trust game.

In line with our predictions, we also observed a striking asymmetry in the uncertainty and volatility of beliefs about good and bad agents. Across studies, beliefs about the harm aversion and impressions of the moral character of bad agents were consistently more uncertain and volatile than beliefs about good agents. Effectively, this means that prediction errors carried more weight when updating beliefs about the bad agents’ harm aversion than the good agents’ harm aversion (Fig. 4). This asymmetry was observed regardless of the labels participants used to rate the agents’ character (e.g., “nasty/nice” versus “good/bad”), whether the studies were conducted in the lab versus online, and whether the agents implemented their preferences with high or low randomness. Notably, this asymmetry is not present in an ideal Bayesian observer model that seeks only to form accurate beliefs. This departure of human moral inference from the Bayesian ideal suggests that successful moral inference might require solving for additional goals beyond accuracy. In other words, the patterns of belief updating that are “ideal” or “optimal” in the traditional Bayesian sense may not be “ideal” or “optimal” in the context of moral inference.

**Figure 4.** Beliefs about morally bad agents are more uncertain and volatile than beliefs about morally good agents. (a) Schematic illustration of the overall pattern of findings. (b) Prediction errors were ascribed greater weights when updating beliefs about the bad agents’ harm aversion than the good agents’ harm aversion. Asymmetric belief updating was significantly greater in human participants compared to an ideal Bayesian learner.
One potential explanation for why beliefs are more uncertain about morally worse agents is that people may hold strong prior expectations that most people will behave morally (Brañas-Garza et al., 2017; Levine et al., 2018). This would make the behavior of bad agents more surprising, resulting in more uncertain beliefs in accordance with Bayes’ rule. We tested this possibility by asking a separate group of participants to predict how “most people” would make tradeoffs between money for themselves and pain for others. These data showed that participants’ expectations for such decisions were equidistant from the behaviors of the morally good and bad agents, which meant that in the context of our task, the bad agent’s behavior was no more (or less) surprising than the good agent’s behavior. Additionally, in some studies we measured participants’ prior beliefs about the moral character of the agents before observing any of their decisions. We found no relationship between these prior beliefs and the extent of the asymmetry in belief uncertainty for bad versus good agents, suggesting the asymmetry cannot be fully explained by prior expectations about others’ morality in general.

Is the asymmetry we observed specific to learning about positive versus negative moral traits, or can it be observed when learning about positive versus negative traits more generally? We tested this in a study where we examined whether the asymmetry in learning about bad compared to good agents extended to learning about a trait unrelated to morality. Participants were randomized to either a
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morality condition or a competence condition. In the morality condition (Fig. 5a), participants predicted whether agents (high or low harm aversion) would accept or reject “offers” to inflict a certain amount of pain for a certain amount of money. In the competence condition (Fig. 5b), participants predicted whether agents (high or low skill) would succeed or fail at scoring a certain number of points in a certain amount of time in a series of basketball games. The information provided to participants about the agents’ morality and competence was matched perfectly between conditions. Thus, any differences in learning observed between the two conditions could only be attributable to differences in the framing of the tasks.

Figure 5. Inferring morality and competence. The morality condition (a) and competence condition (b) were perfectly matched in terms of the information provided about the hidden variable participants were asked to infer. Figure reprinted with permission from Siegel et al. (2018).

In this study, participants formed accurate beliefs about the agents’ harm aversion in the morality condition, and about the agents’ skill levels in the competence condition. However, the uncertainty and volatility of beliefs differed between conditions. In the morality condition, as before, beliefs about bad agents were more uncertain and volatile than beliefs about good agents. By contrast, in the competence condition beliefs about high and low skill agents were equally uncertain and volatile.
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These findings suggest that asymmetries in belief volatility are specific to learning about morally bad agents.

Past research demonstrates that morally bad behaviors carry more weight than morally good behaviors during moral impression formation (Baumeister et al., 2001; Fiske, 1980; Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2013; Skowronski & Carlston, 1989). Because the bad agent (by definition) behaves worse than the good agent, it is unclear whether the learning asymmetry we observed is driven by asymmetric responses to the behaviors of the good and bad agents, or asymmetric responses to the inferred character of the agents. One possibility is that beliefs about bad agents in general are more uncertain and volatile, due to threat-evoked arousal. This possibility is consistent with work demonstrating that threatening cues enhance attention and accelerate information processing (Lojowska et al., 2019; Robinson et al., 2013). If interacting with a threatening agent destabilizes beliefs about them in general, beliefs about that bad agent’s non-moral traits (e.g., competence) should also be more volatile than beliefs about a good agent’s non-moral traits. Such a mechanism would be advantageous because it is useful to attend to and learn about all aspects of potentially harmful people, in order to build a richer model of those who pose a threat. We tested this hypothesis in a study where participants simultaneously inferred the morality and competence of a good and bad agent with similar levels of competence. Consistent with our predictions, beliefs about the bad agent’s morality and competence than beliefs about these traits for the good agent. These findings suggest that our observation of more uncertain and volatile beliefs about the bad agent cannot be attributed to asymmetries in the choices that good and bad agents make, but rather seem to be a property of learning about bad agents in general.

One important implication of our model is that impressions of bad agents should be easily amenable in light of new information. Such a mechanism would make it possible to rapidly update an initially bad impression of someone if their behavior improves. We tested this in a study where
participants were randomized to learn about an agent who was initially either bad or good, but then began to make choices that were consistently either more or less moral than previously. Because beliefs about bad agents are more volatile, we predicted that participants would more strongly update their impressions of bad agents than good agents. We tested our hypothesis by comparing, for bad vs. good agents, the extent to which participants updated their impressions, defined as the difference between character ratings before vs. after the agents’ preferences shifted.

Impression updating was stronger when the agent’s behavior worsened than when it improved, consistent with past work on the negativity bias (Fiske, 1980; Pratto & John, 1991; Skowronski & Carlston, 1989). In addition and consistent with our predictions, impression updating was stronger for bad agents than good agents. The asymmetry in updating was particularly pronounced when behavior improved. Thus, the volatility of bad moral impressions may facilitate forgiveness by enabling initially bad impressions to be rapidly updated if behavior improves. This may reflect an adaptive mechanism for sustaining relationships when others sometimes behave badly. In other words, holding negative moral beliefs with some degree of uncertainty may be an important aspect of healthy social functioning.

Subsequent work has replicated the above findings in other contexts. For example, Bellucci and Park (2020) study a setting where participants repeatedly decide whether to take advice from agents who are either trustworthy (giving consistently honest advice) or untrustworthy (giving consistently dishonest advice). Crucially, halfway through the task, the trustworthy advisor begins behaving dishonestly, while the untrustworthy advisor begins behaving honestly. Participants changed their advice-taking behavior asymmetrically: they rapidly updated their beliefs about the initially untrustworthy agent and began following their advice. However, beliefs about the initially trustworthy agent remained stable; participants continued trusting this agent even when that advice was no longer valid (Bellucci & Park, 2020). Similarly, Lamba et al. (2020) study a repeated trust game setting where participants decide whether to entrust money with different agents whose trustworthiness
(operationalized as the amount of entrusted money returned to the participant) drifts slowly over the course of the experiment. One agent starts out trustworthy and gradually becomes untrustworthy, while another agent starts out untrustworthy and gradually becomes trustworthy. Paralleling the results of Bellucci and Park (2020), they find that initial trustworthiness impressions biased subsequent learning. Participants were slower to update their behavior toward initially trustworthy than initially untrustworthy agents (Lamba et al., 2020). Overall, these findings suggest that across a variety of settings, beliefs about initially untrustworthy agents are more uncertain and volatile than beliefs about initially trustworthy agents. However, it is important to note that all studies on this phenomenon to date have studied only moderately “good” and “bad” behaviors; future work is required to determine whether these findings will generalize to learning about more extreme behaviors. It also remains unclear what algorithms people actually use to form and update moral impressions, and how those algorithms are implemented at the neural level. One intriguing question for future work is whether changing the computational goal changes algorithms and implementations (Lockwood et al., 2020). If this is the case, then moral inference – which seems to involve relational goals that do not operate during non-social inference – may rely on unique brain systems.

### 3.4. Moral inference and exposure to community violence

Any discussion about the mechanisms for adaptive social functioning would be incomplete without considering the potential consequences that ensue when these mechanisms break down. Recently we have investigated moral inference in individuals exposed to violence. Over 75% of youth in the United States have faced some form of community violence over their lifetime (Finkelhor et al., 2013, 2015). Exposure to violence is a risk factor for a number of negative outcomes, including mental health problems (D. Baskin & Sommers, 2015; Fowler et al., 2009; Moffitt & Tank, 2013), interpersonal problems (Guo et al., 2013), antisocial and aggressive behavior (D. Baskin & Sommers, 2015; DuRant et
Prominent theories about the relationship between exposure to violence and antisocial behavior stress the central role of learning (Bandura, 1978; Guerra et al., 2003; Huesmann & Kirwil, 2007; Ng-Mak et al., 2002, 2004). If learning about the morality of others is a crucial component of healthy social functioning, it may be disrupted by exposure to violence. Siegel et al. (2019) studied a sample of incarcerated men to investigate how exposure to violence affects the ability to learn about others’ morality and use this information to adaptively modulate trust behavior.

The data suggest that exposure to violence adversely impacted some, but not all, components of moral inference. All participants were able to learn the agents’ moral preferences and accurately predict their decisions, and developed more uncertain and volatile beliefs about bad agents relative to good agents, regardless of their past exposure to violence. However, only those with low levels of exposure to violence were able to use this information to make adaptive trust decisions, placing more trust in the good agent than the bad. Meanwhile, those with the highest exposure to violence trusted the good and bad agents equally. In particular, participants with high exposure to violence extended less trust than optimal when interacting with the good agent, which meant that they missed out on potential benefits they could have gained from that interaction.

The relationship between exposure to violence and maladaptive trusting behavior was mediated by disturbances in moral impression formation. Consistent with evidence that exposure to violence normalizes beliefs about harm (Ng-Mak et al., 2002), exposure to violence predicted more lenient impressions of the bad agent. Meanwhile, those with the highest exposure to violence made harsher evaluations of the good agent, consistent with evidence that individuals who have experienced violence themselves interpret the behavior of neutral actors as more hostile (Dodge et al., 1990). These
disturbances in impression formation and trust behavior, in turn, predicted participants’ antisocial behaviors in prison – in particular, aggressive violations against other people.

Overall, these findings suggest that chronic exposure to violence leaves lasting effects on the ability to form subjective, global impressions of moral character that distinguish those we should avoid from those we should befriend. In turn, this may disrupt the ability to develop healthy social relationships with trustworthy individuals and increase the likelihood of trusting the “wrong” people. Despite being able to accurately learn and predict the helpful and harmful behaviors of others, individuals with high exposure to violence had difficulties translating those learned predictions into adaptive social decision-making.

3.5. Moral inference in Borderline Personality Disorder

Another population with disrupted social behavior is individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD), a serious mental illness characterized by marked disturbances in interpersonal relationships. In BPD, relationships are intense and unstable (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Relative to healthy adults, BPD patients’ social networks have a greater number of relationships that are terminated prematurely (Clifton et al., 2007), and patients often hold grudges and present difficulty forgiving others (Sansone et al., 2013; Thielmann et al., 2014).

Building and maintaining successful social relationships depends on the ability to form accurate beliefs about others’ mental states (e.g., intentions, beliefs, desires) (Frith & Frith, 2012). However, research indicates that individuals with BPD are negatively biased and hypervigilant in their social inferences, often misinterpreting others’ actions as threatening or hostile (Barnow et al., 2009; Fertuck et al., 2013, 2018; Nicol et al., 2013; Preißler et al., 2010; Unoka et al., 2011). Negatively biased inferences have adverse consequences on patients’ social networks, leading to unstable relationships. For example, social interactions in BPD are associated with a pattern of rapid shifting from periods of
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admiration to dislike of social partners (Bender & Skodol, 2007) and the termination of close relationships in response to even minor slights (Clifton et al., 2007).

These relational difficulties might be explained by a tendency for BPD patients to form overly rigid negative beliefs about the morality of others, in contrast to healthy adults who hold negative moral beliefs with uncertainty, allowing them to be flexibly updated in a way that facilitates forgiveness and relational stability. We tested this hypothesis in a study of moral inference in patients with BPD (Siegel et al., 2020). Using our moral inference task, we compared BPD patients with healthy adults matched for age, sex, and education. Both patients and healthy controls formed accurate beliefs about the morality of the good and bad agents. However, relative to healthy controls, BPD patients formed more certain beliefs about bad agents and were slower to update those beliefs. In addition, BPD patients formed more uncertain beliefs about the good agent and were faster to update those beliefs relative to the control group. Overall, the profile of moral inference in BPD patients differs markedly from healthy adults; patients have more confident and more rigid beliefs about putatively harmful social partners, but less confident and more flexible beliefs about putatively benevolent social partners.

Can psychiatric treatment ameliorate these maladaptive patterns of moral inference in BPD patients? Democratic Therapeutic Community (DTC) treatment is one of the most widespread psychosocial treatments in the UK with a strong focus on developing cooperative strategies to help patients effectively navigate their social environment (Whiteley, 2004). One of the strongest outcomes reported by participants following DTC is more pleasant social relations (Debaere et al., 2016). We investigated the impact of DTC on moral inference, comparing untreated BPD patients with BPD patients who had undergone DTC treatment. Consistent with the possibility that DTC treatment makes moral inference more adaptive, DTC-treated patients formed more uncertain, flexible beliefs about putatively harmful social partners than untreated patients (Siegel et al., 2020). In other words, moral inference in DTC-treated patients more closely resembled healthy adults than untreated patients. These findings
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suggest that DTC may improve social interactions in BPD by increasing participants’ openness to learning about partners who exhibited potentially threatening social interactions. Indeed, a key component of the DTC environment is that patients cannot “escape” or “write off” other members of the community.

3.6. Summary

Evolutionary models demonstrate that responding to wrongdoers with probabilistic forgiveness can facilitate the evolution of cooperation, but the cognitive mechanisms that enable the implementation of forgiving strategies are unknown. A series of studies showed that moral inference can be described by an asymmetric Bayesian updating mechanism, where beliefs about morally worse agents are more uncertain (and therefore more amenable to updating) than beliefs about morally better agents. Our model and data reveal a cognitive mechanism that enables flexible updating of beliefs about potentially threatening others, a mechanism that could facilitate forgiveness when initial bad impressions turn out to be inaccurate. This mechanism is disrupted in two populations characterized by interpersonal disturbances: individuals exposed to community violence and patients with BPD. The data reveal cognitive processes that may explain the emergence of maladaptive social behavior related to social trauma. Overall, these studies suggest that moral inference is optimized for social relationships and demonstrate the potential for combining behavioral paradigms with computational modelling as a tool for understanding both adaptive and maladaptive social functioning.

4. Moral inference from moral principles

Section 3 investigated how people make inferences about moral character from observing decisions to inflict pain on others for money. Such behaviors are typically seen as immoral because ethical systems universally prohibit harming others for personal gain (Gert, 2004). In this section, we explore how people infer moral character from judgments of how to resolve moral dilemmas: cases where ethical
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systems disagree about what is the morally right course of action. What should one do, for example, if the only way to prevent a suspected major terrorist attack threatening thousands of lives is to torture the child of the suspected terrorist until she releases the information of where her father is?

This dilemma and others like it raise conflicts between two main families of ethical theories that have dominated philosophy and moral psychology: consequentialism and deontology. Consequentialist theories - of which utilitarianism is the most well-known exemplar (Bentham, 1983; Mill, 1863; Singer, 1993) - posit that only consequences matter when making moral decisions. In contrast, deontological ethical theories (Fried, 1978; Kant, 1797/2002; Rawls, 1971; Scanlon, 1998; W.D. Ross, 1930) posit that the notions of rights, duties, and obligations matter much more than the consequences of a decision.

More specifically, utilitarianism differs from deontological ethics in at least two ways: it permits harming innocent individuals to maximize aggregate utility (instrumental harm), and it treats the interests of all individuals as equally important (impartial beneficence) (Everett & Kahane, 2020; Kahane et al., 2018). With respect to the dilemma above, utilitarian theories conclude that the torture is permissible, even required, because it will in this context bring about better consequences by avoiding a terrorist attack. In contrast, deontological theories argue that even if harming an innocent to save the lives of others maximizes overall welfare (“the Good”), this doesn’t mean it is morally correct (“the Right”) – however attractive such an action might be in this specific context, it is unacceptable because it violates human rights and prohibitions against torture.

In this section, we review studies of the moral inferences people make about others who endorse either utilitarian or deontological solutions to moral dilemmas. Following the conclusions of Section 3, this work reveals that moral inferences from moral principles also follows a relational logic: people are more likely to trust others who endorse moral principles that are adaptive for their particular social roles. For close relationship partners, people tend to prefer deontologists, perhaps because
deontological ethics is sensitive to the demands and obligations of closer relationships. For leadership roles, however, the picture is more complicated.

4.1. Moral inference from instrumental harm

Sacrificial “trolley-style” dilemmas have been widely used in moral psychology to investigate the psychology of instrumental harm: a willingness to cause harm in order to bring about better consequences overall. In the terrorist example above, for example, is it acceptable to cause harm to the child of a terrorist in order to bring about information that could prevent a deadly terrorist attack? Much work has focused on the psychological processes underlying (e.g. Greene et al., 2001, 2008), and the individual differences associated with (e.g. Conway et al., 2018; Kahane et al., 2015), such as endorsement of instrumental harm. A wealth of behavioral and neurobiological evidence has shown that participants’ intuitive and automatic judgments tend to support a deontologically-consistent rejection of instrumental harm, whereas pro-sacrificial judgments are often the result of slow, deliberative cognitive processes (Greene et al., 2001, 2008; Koenigs et al., 2007). Precisely why, though, would moral intuitions more often align with a deontological rejection of sacrifice, rather than the option that would maximize the utility of outcomes? One way of beginning to understand this question comes from looking at the social function of such judgments: how does endorsing versus rejecting instrumental harm signal ones’ suitability as a social partner?

Everett et al. (2016) investigated individuals’ perceptions of people who made either characteristically deontological or utilitarian judgments in the footbridge dilemma: an instrumental harm dilemma that typically evokes deontological intuitions in most respondents (Cushman, Young, & Hauser, 2006; Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen, 2001). Participants were presented with information about two “agents” who were asked to judge whether it was morally appropriate to push a man off a footbridge to stop an oncoming train from hitting five others, thereby killing him but saving
the five. The utilitarian agent judged it morally appropriate to push the man (“it is better to save five lives than one”), while the deontological agent rejected the sacrifice (“killing people is just wrong, even if it has good consequences”). Across a series of studies, we measured participants’ moral impressions and trust in each agent, using both self-report measures of perceived morality and trustworthiness, as well as a behavioral measures of trust where participants were invited to entrust money to each agent in a one-shot trust game (Berg et al., 1995).

Across all studies, a highly consistent pattern emerged: participants perceived those who gave deontological responses to a sacrificial moral dilemma as more trustworthy than those who gave utilitarian responses, evidence both in self-reports and in behavior in a trust game. These results have been subsequently replicated in numerous studies by independent research groups (M. Brown & Sacco, 2017; Rom et al., 2017; Sacco et al., 2017) and pre-registered replication projects (Everett et al., 2018) with a variety of instrumental harm dilemmas. Moreover, these results are not attributable to participants simply preferring those who made similar judgments to them, for results are robust to controlling for participants’ own moral judgments and while participants who make deontological judgments (the majority) tend to strongly prefer a deontological agent, those participants who made a utilitarian judgment (the minority) typically show no preference between the two agents (Everett et al., 2016).

Why are deontologists trusted less than utilitarians? Everett et al. (2016, 2018) argue there are two key distinctions between deontological and consequentialist ethics like utilitarianism that seem be particularly important in explaining the preference for deontologists. First, following of deontological rules leads to inherently more predictable behavior than utilitarian cost-benefit analyses. Second, deontological judgments relating to duties, obligations, and aversion to harm typically indicate more socially valued beliefs about others than the utilitarian acceptance of any-and-all actions in pursuit of the greater good. When it comes to selecting social partners and determining whom to trust, this makes
a preference for deontologists socially rational. In practice, the two go together: the utilitarian rejection of any constraints on the maximization of welfare means that there is no place for rights, duties, and respect for individual persons, and this makes cooperative behavior difficult to predict. For example, if by stealing your new laptop and selling it on the black market we could make a lot of money that we could donate to charities in the developing world to save children's lives, a utilitarian might argue that this is what we should do – regardless of whether we have previously made (potentially implicit) commitments not to steal from you. But expected adherence to such implicit commitments is critical when selecting a social partner for the purposes of cooperative exchange (e.g. friend, spouse, colleague).

The existing evidence suggests that both predictability and perceived socially valued beliefs may explain the preference for those who endorse deontological morality – though the perception of socially valued beliefs about respect for others might be more important. In their Study 2, for example, Everett et al. (2016) consider that if deontological agents are preferred over utilitarian agents because they are perceived as more committed to social cooperation, these preferences should be reduced if utilitarian agents reported their judgments as being very difficult to make – thereby indicating some level of commitment to cooperation. Someone who reports that it is easy to make a characteristically utilitarian, or pro-sacrificial, judgment can be interpreted as being high in utilitarianism (because they endorsed the sacrifice) but low in deontology (because there was little decision conflict with competing deontological motives). In contrast, someone who reports it is difficult to make the pro-sacrificial judgment can be interpreted as being high in both utilitarianism (because they endorsed the sacrifice) and deontology (because there was decision conflict with simultaneous deontological intuitions to not endorse the sacrifice; Conway & Gawronski, 2013). Therefore, to the extent that it is the presence of deontological intuitions that are perceived to indicate an emotional commitment to cooperation that is crucial for inferring trustworthiness, the preference for a deontologist over a utilitarian agent should be lessened
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when the utilitarian agent reports difficulty in making the judgment. In contrast, if the preference for deontologists emerges purely from their predictability, then expressing difficulty should have little effect.

To test this, Everett et al (2016) asked participants to play a trust game with an agent who gave a deontological or utilitarian response to a sacrificial moral dilemma, but in this study added information that the target reported that their judgment was either “very difficult” or “very easy” to make. Their results showed that while deontologists were seen as more trustworthy overall, there was a significant interaction with choice difficulty. Breaking the interaction down, reported decision difficulty had no significant effect on perceived trust of deontological agents, and while not statistically significant, there was the suggestion that a utilitarian agent who said the decision was difficult was rated as more trustworthy than when they did not express such conflict.

Further evidence that the preference for deontologists over utilitarians is driven more by the perception of socially valued beliefs and responses to others than predictability per se comes from a comparison of trust in individuals who made different types of deontological (and utilitarian) judgments. Discussions of the trolley dilemma in moral psychology tend to focus on the deontological theory of Kant, who held that moral law consists of a set of maxims, or rules, that are categorical in nature, and that we are bound by duty to act in accordance with these categorical imperatives (Kant, 1797/2002). (In)famously, according to certain interpretations of Kant, we must always follow moral rules even when they will demonstrably cause harm – for example, if one was in WWII era Germany and was asked by the Nazis if they were hiding Jews in their attic. To lie would save the hidden Jews from a tragic death, but – at least in popular theory – Kant would require one to tell the truth, regardless of the consequences. But just as people do not trust utilitarians, it seems also unlikely that people would trust such a Kantian – someone who is so wedded to moral norms that they are willing to cause grievous harm to avoid breaking them. It is this (simplified) Kantian view - whereby certain acts are intrinsically
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morally right or wrong - that predominates in the moral psychology literature when deontology is discussed. But this simplified account often ignores the critical roles of justice, duties, obligations, and rights that are central features of (neo-)Kantian ethics – and arguably the more important ones when it comes to understanding moral inference. Deontology is a broad church; might be there be particular kinds of deontological judgments that particularly signal trust?

We might expect deontological judgments rooted in the idea of social contracts to be particularly important for signaling trust, given the importance of cooperation in our evolutionary history. Some deontological thinkers have extended Kantian thinking: for example, by focusing on the idea of social contracts and the ways our actions can be justified to one another (Gauthier, 1986; Hobbes, 1668/1994; Parfit, 1984; Rawls, 1971; Scanlon, 1998). Of particular interest is recent theoretical work that has argued for the evolution of a contractualist morality by partner choice mechanisms (Baumard & Sheskin, 2015). Moral contractualism is a non-consequentialist ethical theory developed by Scanlon (1998), according to which moral actions are those that would result if we were to make fair and binding agreements – i.e., social contracts - from a point of view that respects our equal moral importance as rational autonomous agents. To the extent that people infer trustworthiness from sacrificial moral decisions because they indicate socially valued responses, this should be particularly so when someone signals moral intuitions that are consistent with the demands of justice and our mutual obligations to one another (“contractualist”) as opposed to those that draw solely on specific acts being wrong regardless of the context (“categorical”).

Everett et al. (2016) explored this in Studies 5a and 5b with a new dilemma that teased apart the following of rules with deontological notions of respect for personal autonomy – a so-called “soldier’s dilemma.” In this dilemma, a soldier is badly injured and caught in a trap, with the enemy fast approaching. The soldier cannot escape, and begs the troop leader not to leave him behind, as he will be cruelly tortured to death. Should the troop leader stab the soldier in the heart to prevent his suffering at
the hands of the enemy? Here, in contrast to the footbridge and sacrificial dilemmas used before, it is the *endorsement* – rather than rejection - of the sacrificial action that is consistent with a contractualist deontological ethical analysis: to sacrifice the person adheres to their wishes and requests, respecting their autonomy and wishes as a person. To tease apart how much moral inference of trust from sacrificial decisions is dependent on following predictable rules versus perceived socially valued responses and beliefs, Everett et al. presented participants with the Soldier’s dilemma and manipulated both the decision and justification the agent gave, and whether the soldier themselves wanted to be sacrificed or not. One agent focused on relieving suffering, regardless of whether consent was given or not (consequentialist: “It is acceptable to kill someone if it reduces overall suffering”); one agent focused on killing being wrong, regardless of whether consent was given or not (categorical: “Killing people is just wrong, even if it has good consequences”); and two agents focused explicitly on autonomy and respecting the soldier’s wishes (contractualist: (“It’s right [wrong] to kill the soldier if that’s [not] what they want, and it’s the commander’s duty to respect that”). Importantly, results showed that regardless of whether the decision made was to sacrifice or not, participants preferred the agent who endorsed the action that conformed to the soldier’s wishes over those who endorsed the action that did not. Taken together, these findings highlight the way that perceptions of trustworthiness are sensitive not just to whether someone is moral, but the specific *kinds* of moral judgments and principles they endorse.

**4.2. Moral inference from impartial beneficence**

Much work in moral psychology investigating utilitarianism – the most widely discussed consequentialist theory - has utilized sacrificial trolley-style dilemmas, focusing on the psychological processes underlying and individual differences associated with instrumental harm. Yet there are other – more prototypical - ways in which utilitarianism, as an ethical theory, departs from common-sense moral intuitions. While utilitarianism permits instrumentally harming innocent individuals when this
maximizes aggregate utility, it also requires us to follow a principle of *impartial beneficence*, considering the welfare of all sentient beings equally (Everett & Kahane, 2020; Kahane et al., 2018). The utilitarian principle of impartial beneficence goes beyond “ordinary” morality not only with respect to how much we should sacrifice but also for *whose* sake: it tells us to impartially maximize the well-being of all sentient beings on the planet, not privileging compatriots, family members, or ourselves over strangers. The prominent utilitarian philosopher Peter Singer may have defended infanticide in some contexts (an example of instrumental harm), but his primary moral aims are the ones relating to impartial beneficence – for example, making great sacrifices to prevent the suffering of animals or people living in poverty around the world. According to the two-dimensional model of utilitarian psychology (Everett & Kahane, 2020; Kahane et al., 2018), instrumental harm and impartial beneficence are not just distinct conceptually but also psychologically, exhibiting distinct patterns of individual differences (Kahane et al., 2015, 2018) and appearing to rely on distinct psychological processes (Capraro et al., 2020).

Recent work has begun to shed light on how people infer moral character from impartial beneficence. People often approve of impartiality, preferring fairness to unfairness (Shaw, 2013; Tyler, 2000) but also judge others to have a better moral character when they act partially (helping a family member) rather than impartially (helping a stranger) (Hughes, 2017; McManus et al., 2020). What happens when partiality and beneficence conflict? How do we infer moral character from decisions about whether to provide a smaller benefit to a close friend or family member, or to provide a much larger benefit to strangers? Just as utilitarianism endorses instrumentally harming others to achieve the greater good, so too does it reject the idea of “special obligations”, or the idea that we should help certain people by virtue of their close relationship with us. This means that just as with instrumental harm, in the domain of impartial beneficence there is a deep conflict between what we seek in a close social partner and what utilitarianism requires. Just as people distrust those who endorse utilitarian instrumental harm because they do not want social partners who will harm them in order to maximize
the greater good, might they also distrust others who endorse utilitarian impartial beneficence because they want social partners who will help them preferentially, even when it does not maximize the greater good?

Everett et al. (2018) investigated this across four studies in which we measured moral inferences about people who endorsed either utilitarian or deontological solutions to dilemmas involving either instrumental harm or impartial beneficence. For instrumental harm, we directly replicated the methods in Everett et al. (2016; see section 4.1 above). For impartial beneficence, we adapted some of the “greater good dilemmas” in Kahane and Everett et al. (2015). Should, for example, someone spend their weekend cheering up their lonely mother or instead help re-build houses for families who have lost their homes in a flood? Should a grandmother who has recently won a cash prize use the money to help her grandson repair his car, or instead donate to a charity that saves lives in the developing world? Using the same experimental design as Everett et al. (2016), we instructed participants to (ostensibly) interact with other participants who had read these dilemmas and made either a characteristically deontological decision that honored special obligations (i.e. spend time with the mother and give money to the grandson) or a characteristically utilitarian decision that focused on impartially maximizing overall outcomes (i.e. spend time re-building the stranger’s damaged homes, or give the money to charity) (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Reported judgments and justifications of the agent in Everett et al. (2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Decision 1</th>
<th>Decision 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vaccine</strong></td>
<td>&quot;I think that Amy should not inject the lab assistants with the substances to find out which is the vaccine. I know that by doing this she could find out which is the vaccine and therefore be able to save many more lives, but I think that killing people is just wrong, even if it has good consequences.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I think that Amy should inject the lab assistants with the substances to find out which is the vaccine. By doing this she could find out which is the vaccine and therefore be able to save many more lives, and I think that it is better to save many lives than just one.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spending Money</strong></td>
<td>&quot;I think that Amy should give the $500 to her grandson so that he could get his car fixed. I know that by donating the money to charity Amy would have the chance to bring about more happiness for more people, but I also think that respecting the duties she has to her grandson is more important.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I think that Amy should give the $500 to the charity providing polio vaccinations in the developing world. I know that by donating the money to charity Amy would have the chance to bring about more happiness for more people, and I think this is more important than any duties she has to her grandson.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impartial Beneficence</strong></td>
<td>&quot;I think that Amy should spend the time with her mother instead of volunteering to build houses. I know that by volunteering Amy would have the chance to bring about more happiness for more people, but I also think that respecting the duties she has to her mother is more important.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I think that Amy should spend the time volunteering to build houses instead of spending the time with her mother. I know that by volunteering Amy would have the chance to bring about more happiness for more people, and I think this is more important than any duties she has to her mother.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As well as theoretically extending moral inference by considering impartial beneficence in addition to instrumental harm, we took the opportunity to investigate moral inference across a much greater range of dependent measures than has previously been used. We tested partner preference and trust by looking at two different economic games (the Trust Game and the Prisoner's Dilemma); several distinct dimensions along which the agent's character could be perceived (warmth; competence; morality); the different social roles in which the agent would be preferred (as a friend, a spouse, a boss, and as a political leader); and the different processes or motivations perceived to influence the agent's moral decision (reason vs. emotion; strategic considerations; altruistic motivations).
Across the studies, participants showed a consistent pattern of moral inference from instrumental harm, replicating the findings of Everett et al. (2016): utilitarians were seen as less moral and trustworthy, and preferred less as social partners, than deontologists. These results were observed across a variety of social roles. However, on the dimension of impartial beneficence, the results were more nuanced. While participants perceived those who endorsed impartial beneficence as consistently less loyal, there was no overall effect on perceived morality or trustworthiness – suggesting that the documented preference for people who show partiality towards kin was cancelled out by their simultaneous maximization of the greater good. In addition, moral inference from impartial beneficence was highly dependent on the relational role in question. We discuss these findings in more detail next.

### 4.3. Moral inference from moral principles is relationship-specific

There are growing reasons to think that the way we infer moral character from moral principles is highly relationship-specific, again highlighting the way that moral inference is flexibly used to facilitate the maintenance of social relationships. According to the theory of morality as relationship regulation (Rai & Fiske, 2011), there are different social relationships that people construct across cultures, with distinct moral obligations and prohibitions that these relationships entail. What might be moral in one relational context (e.g. someone charging a neighbor for babysitting their children) would be seen as immoral in another (e.g. a mother charging her son for help babysitting the grandchildren) (Clark et al., 2020; Earp et al., 2020). This suggests that moral inference from moral principles will be sensitive to the kind of social role or relationship that someone is judging for.

In the domain of instrumental harm, there is evidence that moral inference from sacrificial decisions is indeed sensitive to social roles. For example, those who endorse a utilitarian sacrifice are seen as less warm but more competent (Rom et al., 2017), and are preferred for organizational leadership positions like a hospital manager (Rom et al., 2017). Similarly, other work shows that people strategically choose
to endorse instrumental harm when the context favors competence-related traits, but are less likely to endorse instrumental harm when the context favors warmth-related traits (Rom & Conway, 2018). While such findings conflict with other results showing no such context sensitivity in what roles those who endorse instrumental harm are seen as suitable for (Everett et al., 2018), this remains a fruitful area for future research.

In the context of impartial beneficence, there is similarly evidence that moral inference is relationship-specific. For example, Everett et al. (2018) show that those who endorsed impartial beneficence are consistently viewed as being worse friends or spouses, but were not perceived as being worse political leaders (in fact, in two of the four studies the impartial utilitarian was expected to make a better political leader). While it makes sense for non-consequentialists to be favored for direct, interpersonal relationships (e.g. friend or spouse), it does seem much more reasonable to favor a consequentialist for distant, impersonal roles like a political leader, for whom their role can plausibly be described as requiring acting impartially to not favor one's own self-interest or the interests of those close to them. Consistent with this, recent work has shown that people do not endorse efficient, utilitarian maximization in charitable giving unless one is in a position of responsibility, like a political leader (Berman et al., 2018).

In recent work we have been investigating how endorsement of impartial beneficence and instrumental harm shape perceptions of political leaders in the COVID-19 pandemic (Everett, Colombatto et al., 2021). Previous work has shown that trust in leaders is a strong predictor of citizen compliance with a variety of public health policies (Levi & Stoker, 2000) – and during pandemics, trust in experts issuing public health guidelines is therefore a key predictor of compliance with those guidelines (Blair et al., 2017; Udow-Phillips & Lantz, 2020). Based on the work summarised thus far, one possible determinant of trust in leaders during a crisis is how they resolve moral dilemmas relating to instrumental harm and impartial beneficence. The COVID-19 pandemic has raised particularly stark
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dilemmas of this kind. For example, a real instrumental harm dilemma that has played out over 2020 is whether to prioritize young and otherwise healthy people over the elderly and people with chronic illnesses when allocating scarce medical treatments. In the domain of impartial beneficence, we see dilemmas being played out in real time as leaders debate whether to prioritize their own citizens over people in other countries when allocating scarce resources. How might responses to these real-world moral dilemmas shape moral inference?

We tested the hypothesis that utilitarian responses to COVID-related moral dilemmas may erode or enhance trust in leaders relative to non-utilitarian approaches, depending on whether they concern instrumental harm or impartial beneficence. Specifically, we predicted that endorsement of instrumental harm would decrease trust in leaders, while endorsement of impartial beneficence would increase trust in leaders. Initial results from both the UK and USA collected in July 2020 provided support for our hypotheses. Leaders who made characteristically utilitarian decisions about instrumental harm (e.g. prioritizing the allocation of ventilators to younger and healthier people) were seen as less trustworthy. In contrast, leaders who made characteristically utilitarian decisions about impartial beneficence (e.g. endorsing sending medicine and personal protective equipment wherever it is required to do the most good, and not keeping it in one’s own country) were seen as more trustworthy, consistent with the earlier findings by Everett et al. (2018). In November – December 2020, we replicated these findings in 22 countries across 6 continents (Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Denmark, France, Germany, India, Israel, Italy, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, United Arab Emirates, UK, and USA). Thus, in the context of real-world moral dilemmas, instrumental harm reduces trust in leaders, while impartial beneficence increases trust in leaders around the globe (Everett, Colombatto et al., 2021).

4.4. Summary
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In summary, the work reviewed in this section shows that moral inference is sensitive not just to whether people behave morally, but also what kind of moral principles they endorse. Characteristically utilitarian judgments in the domain of instrumental harm erode trust: those who endorse harming one person to save many others are seen as less moral and trustworthy, and preferred less as social partners, across a variety of social roles. Meanwhile, endorsement of impartial beneficence can erode or enhance trust, depending on the relational context. For close social relationships characterized by duties and obligations, impartial beneficence is less desirable. However, for leadership roles, which require making decision that affect many, people find impartial beneficence to be more trustworthy.

5. Moral inference from ‘non-moral’ information

Thus far, we have reviewed how people infer moral character from information that is obviously morally relevant: decisions about harming others for personal gain, and decisions in moral dilemmas that pit different moral principles against one another. In this section, we consider the possibility that people make moral inferences from information that may not appear morally relevant on the surface. In daily life, we may frequently interact with people who, at least to our knowledge, have not committed severe or even minor moral transgressions. Yet, we may nevertheless make inferences about moral character even in the absence of overtly moral information. To the extent that ‘non-moral’ decisions about time, effort, uncertainty, or information seeking are correlated with moral preferences, it might be adaptive to infer moral character on the basis of such decisions.

5.1. Moral inference from decisions about time

Time preferences describe how people choose between smaller, sooner rewards and larger, delayed rewards. It is well established that the value of rewards are “discounted” over time, a phenomenon known as temporal (or delay) discounting. Those who prefer sooner rewards, at the expense of larger
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rewards later, are called “steep discounters” (vs. “shallow discounters” who are said to exhibit patience). Are time preferences used as a cue to predict trustworthiness in cooperative encounters?

A relationship between time preferences and trustworthiness would not be surprising; many theorists have pointed out that people must incur short run costs in order to maximize benefits from long-term reciprocal relationships (Ainslie, 1992; R. Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Dewitte & De Cremer, 2001; Elster, 1985; Rachlin, 2002; Stevens et al., 2005). In fact, formal models of iterated cooperation even include a discount factor and predict that shallow discounters gain more utility from cooperating than steep discounters (R. Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981), since cooperating in the present round can help sustain cooperation across repeated future encounters (Green et al., 1995).

There is also evidence that shallow discounters are actually more trustworthy: after all, people who maximize long-run (vs. short-run) gains in decision-making tasks actually make more reputation-protective decisions (A. Vonasch & Sjástad, 2019) and cooperate more, both in economic games and natural settings (Curry et al., 2008; Fehr & Leibbrandt, 2011; Harris & Madden, 2002; Yi et al., 2005). Specifically, time preferences appear to be positively associated with cooperation in iterated prisoner’s dilemma games and a one-shot public goods game (though the samples in these studies were small, with Ns ranging from 30-96). Perhaps even more compellingly, temporal discount rates elicited in the lab correlate with real world cooperative behavior: in a study of fishers and shrimpers from a lake community in Brazil, those who exhibited patient preferences in the lab (i.e., preferring two pralines later to one praline now) were less likely to over-exploit the common public resource, on average using nets with larger holes to allow younger fish/shrimp to escape (Fehr & Leibbrandt, 2011).

Some research suggests that a similar cognitive mechanism may underlie temporal decisions and social decisions: after all, decisions for future selves more closely resemble decisions for others than decisions for the present self (Pronin et al., 2008), and intriguingly, both intertemporal and social decisions engage the temporoparietal junction, an area associated with perspective-taking (Soutschek et
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al., 2016). Additionally, social discounting, or deciding how to allocate resources among people closer (vs. farther) to one’s self, follows a similar pattern to temporal discounting (Jones & Rachlin, 2006), and the two processes have similar neural substrates (Hill et al., 2017) and developmental trajectories (Garon et al., 2011). In a sense, kindness to one’s “future self” may provide some clue as to how one would treat strangers.

Prudent personal decisions may also signal a general capacity to act in line with one’s broader goals instead of succumbing to the immediate moment. A preferred trait in relationships, “self-control” may be key to positive social qualities such as overriding selfish impulses (Ainsworth & Baumeister, 2013; Gino et al., 2011; Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990; Hirschi, 2004; Kocher et al., 2017; Pratt & Cullen, 2000; Righetti & Finkenauer, 2011). Accordingly, adults judge people who overcome conflict to do the right thing as more moral than those who did not experience conflict to begin with (Kee, 1969; Starmans & Bloom, 2016). And people who overcome small temptations, like eating unhealthy food (versus going to the gym) or spending money on entertainment (versus saving the money for college) are seen as more virtuous and trustworthy (Berman & Small, 2018; Righetti & Finkenauer, 2011).

5.2. Moral inference from decisions about effort

Morally good behavior often requires effort: helping a friend move, picking up a friend from the airport, and cleaning up a community park all involve the choice to spend effort on other people. Crucially, the level of effort that people spend on others is correlated with the effort they exert in pursuit of personal gains (Lockwood et al., 2017). So, the effort that people spend on themselves may be a cue to their prosocial capacities. How do people infer moral character from effortful choice, such as the choice between a high-effort, high-reward option versus a low-effort, low-reward option?

Especially in the U.S. and other cultures influenced by Protestantism, people seem to prefer hardworking others (Amos et al., 2019). Such a preference has been tied to cultural values, in particular
the Protestant Work Ethic (PWE; Weber, 2002): the valuation and moralization of work predominant in modern capitalism. German sociologist Max Weber (1864-1920) tied the emerging preference of work above other domains (e.g., leisure, time with family) to Lutheran beliefs on how practicing self-control and asceticism and accumulating wealth was “evidence” of being one of God’s chosen ones (in contrast to earlier Calvinist teachings where indeed some people were chosen and some were not, but there was no visible evidence one way or another observable in one’s lifetime). Social psychologists have since explored American and British people’s individual differences in PWE (Mirels & Garrett, 1971) and associated attitudes towards work (Furnham, 1982).

In a series of experiments, Amos and colleagues explored how American participants infer moral character from effort-related traits (e.g., “indolent” vs. “hardworking”). Participants perceived “indolent” workers as less honest and more likely to cheat than “hard” workers (Amos et al., 2019). Even when hard work is unnecessary, people seem to infer moral character from decisions to exert effort. In studies of American, French, and South Korean participants, Celniker and colleagues probed moral evaluations of a character who either exerts high or low effort under conditions where effort does not generate any additional benefit. Even when effort is “unproductive,” people who exerted effort were seen as more morally admirable (Celniker et al., 2020).

There are important limitations on the putative moralization of effort: such values may be culturally specific and also context specific -- after all, a “hardworking terrorist” is not seen as more moral than her lazy counterpart (Piazza et al., 2014). Additionally, if effort is valued, at least in some cultures, it is unclear how reputational concerns may influence effort-related decisions. If effort is interpreted as a cue to trustworthiness, do people exert effort in order to maintain appearances? After all, some extreme behaviors (e.g., mountain climbing, marathon training) are pursued for their high effort costs (Inzlicht et al., 2018) and donations to charity increase when coupled with an effortful activity, such as a 5k (Olivola & Shafir, 2013). Because most of the work on the moralization of effort has been conducted
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with American participants, and psychological science has the proclivity to be biased toward some cultures (Henrich et al., 2010), future cross-cultural work can continue to examine moral character inferences from effortful decisions and its relation to public effort decisions.

5.3. Moral inference from decisions about ambiguity and risk

We are rarely certain of the outcomes of our actions. In the decision-making literature, uncertainty can take two forms: risk, where the underlying probability distribution of outcomes is known, and ambiguity, where the distribution is unknown. Individual preferences for risk and ambiguity are behaviorally and neurally dissociable (Hsu et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2009); people are generally both risk averse (Holt & Laury, 2002) and ambiguity averse (Ellsberg, 1961). Do attitudes toward uncertainty predict moral decisions? And if so, will certain kinds of decision makers (e.g., ambiguity tolerant, risk averse) be more trusted and preferred as social partners?

Vives and FeldmanHall (2018) note that many cooperative encounters, such as deciding whether to trust a stranger, are characterized more by ambiguity than risk. They measure participants’ risk attitudes and ambiguity attitudes, and find that attitudes about ambiguity but not risk positively predict both decisions to cooperate in an iterated prisoner’s dilemma and decisions to trust others (Vives & FeldmanHall, 2018). This suggests that in the absence of moral information, people may prefer social partners who have a higher tolerance for ambiguity. Supporting this idea, people feel more gratitude, infer more kindness, and are more likely to trust those who are willing to help when the cost of helping is ambiguous (Jordan, Hoffman, Nowak, et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2020). A tolerance for ambiguity may also be related to holding more uncertain and volatile beliefs about potentially harmful others (Siegel et al., 2018). Both ambiguity tolerance and harmful belief volatility may be important for the ability to build and maintain healthy social relationships.
Meanwhile, there is growing evidence for a link between risk preferences and prosocial behavior. Kameda and colleagues (2016) explored the possibility that decisions about resource allocation and risk are related: indeed, most participants who maximized the minimum payoff in resource allocation decisions (following a Rawlsian “maximin” strategy) also maximized the minimum outcome in risky decisions, and vice versa -- most who maximized overall welfare in resource allocation also chose the option with the highest expected value in the risk task. Concern for the worst off party and the worst possible outcome were correlated in the task and were both associated with activity in the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), an area associated with perspective-taking (Kameda et al., 2016). Similarly, Muller and Rau (2016) found that more risk-averse participants were more likely to give fair and equitable allocations (“inequality averse”) in a modified version of the Dictator Game (Müller & Rau, 2016). These findings suggest that risk aversion might serve as a cue for inferring moral character.

5.4. Moral inference from epistemic behaviors

A growing area of research concerns social evaluations and inferences from epistemic behavior: do people infer moral traits from epistemic behavior such as question-asking and information search? A source who has reliable information or knowledge about how things work can be a valuable asset to others (Danovitch & Keil, 2007; Lutz & Keil, 2002) but also has the potential to be misleading (Koenig et al., 2019; Richard et al., 2005; Sperber et al., 2010). Since engaging in certain kinds of epistemic behaviors, such as explanation, can be valuable for learning and teaching (Lombrozo, 2006), including moral lessons (Walker & Lombrozo, 2017), such behaviors may be moralized and/or preferred in teachers or friends.

Indeed, there is evidence we pay attention to others’ epistemic qualities: children as young as 3-4 years old start to exhibit “selective imitation” in using information about informants’ past accuracy and character traits when deciding whom to trust (Birch et al., 2008; Clement et al., 2004) and ask for advice
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(Lane et al., 2013), and children infer that accurate informants are more prosocial (Brosseau-Liard & Birch, 2010). Children and adults also infer character traits on the basis of question-asking ability, predicting that good question askers are friendlier (Simone, n.d.).

Adults also use information-seeking behavior, such as the pursuit and/or denial of further evidence and explanations, as a cue to moral traits. Gill and Lombrozo (2019) presented American adults with a story about a character who learned about a topic (on near-death experiences or the shroud of Turin) and, depending on condition, the character either decided to pursue or forgo further inquiry on the topic, in the form of additional evidence or explanation. The topics—near death experiences and the Shroud of Turin—were chosen so that they could be manipulated to be framed in either a religious or scientific manner. But regardless of framing, participants rated the character who pursues (vs. forgoes) inquiry, whether in the form of evidence or explanation, as more moral and trustworthy.

5.5. Summary

There is growing evidence that people infer moral character from behaviors that are not explicitly moral. The data so far suggest that people who are patient, hard-working, tolerant of ambiguity, risk-averse, and actively open-minded are seen as more moral and trustworthy. While at first blush this collection of preferences may seem arbitrary, considering moral inference from a relational perspective reveals a coherent logic. All of these preferences are correlated with cooperative behavior, and comprise traits that are desirable for long-term relationship partners. Reaping the benefits of long-term relationships requires patience and a tolerance for ambiguity: sometime people make mistakes despite good intentions. Erring on the side of caution and actively seeking evidence to inform decision-making in social situations not only helps prevent harmful outcomes (Kappes et al., 2019), but also signals respect: social life is fraught with uncertainty (FeldmanHall & Shenhav, 2019; Kappes et al., 2019), and assuming we know what’s best for another person can have bad consequences, even when
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our intentions are good. If evidence continues to suggest that certain types of non-moral preferences are preferred in social partners, partner choice mechanisms may explain the prevalence of those preferences in the broader population.

6. Conclusions and future directions

We choose who to trust or avoid based on inferences about whether they are likely to help or harm us. Successfully inferring the moral character of others is crucial for initiating and maintaining healthy social relationships. When moral inference breaks down, we might place our trust in the wrong people, or prematurely end relationships because we incorrectly infer our partner means us harm.

Social psychologists have long studied how we form impressions of trustworthiness and morality, establishing that information relevant to assessing moral character dominates other kinds of information in person perception, and documenting a negativity bias whereby bad behaviors carry more weight than good behaviors in impression formation. More recent work has leveraged computational methods to build on this knowledge, identifying an important asymmetry in forming impressions of putatively harmful versus helpful others. When another person behaves in harmful or exploitative ways, we hold beliefs about that person with more uncertainty, enabling us to update those beliefs more rapidly in case they turn out to be better – or worse – than we originally thought. Bad impressions are not indelible; instead, they are held loosely, enabling forgiveness for accidental or rare transgressions. Meanwhile, we form more stable beliefs about people who behave generously and reciprocate our trust. This asymmetry in moral inference may be a critical feature of resilient social relationships, enabling long-term cooperative partnerships to persevere even when people sometimes defect by mistake. Accordingly, asymmetric moral inference is disrupted in clinical populations with difficulties sustaining healthy social relationships.
When deciding whom to trust, we not only care about whether people are moral, but also what kind of morality they endorse. Deontological morality broadly prohibits harming others and acknowledges that some relationships confer special obligations to help, while utilitarian morality permits harming others “for the greater good” and demands that we help others impartially, without privileging anyone. We find that people prefer to trust deontologists over utilitarians, particularly for close relationships (like a spouse or a friend) relative to more distant roles such as political leaders. Moreover, growing evidence suggests that people infer trustworthiness from behaviors that are not obviously moral: decisions about time, effort, uncertainty, and information seeking. The types of non-moral decisions that signal trust are not random, but rather represent a collection of preferences that are desirable for long-term social relationships. Overall, then, this research reveals the relational logic of moral inference: we are especially sensitive to information that bears on whether someone will make a reliable partner, and we update our beliefs about others in a way that promotes cooperation.

Future research on moral inference can build on these insights in a number of new directions. One intriguing set of questions concerns moral self-inference: how do we come to know our own moral character? It is well established that beliefs about the self are biased. Most people believe they are better than average across a variety of characteristics (Sedikides et al., 2003; Zell et al., 2019), and morality is no exception: people generally view themselves as more generous, kind and altruistic than they actually are (Allison et al., 1989; Epley & Dunning, 2000). Some moral self-enhancement might arise from biased memory processes: there is evidence that memories about one’s own unethical behaviors are less vivid and accurate than memories about good deeds (Carlson et al., 2020; Kouchaki & Gino, 2016; Saucet & Villeval, 2019). In addition, moral self-enhancement might arise naturally from the same kinds of asymmetric belief updating processes that characterize moral inference about others. If our own harmful behaviors cause our beliefs about ourselves to become more uncertain and volatile, then subsequent moral behaviors could have a disproportionate impact on our moral self-beliefs, rapidly...
restoring our moral self-image. This process could help explain the phenomenon of moral compensation, where people are more motivated to behave morally following a moral transgression (Gneezy et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 2009). By contrast, performing a good deed could shift moral self-beliefs in a positive direction, where belief updating is slower. Positive prior moral self-beliefs could be more resistant to change following moral transgressions, perhaps explaining the phenomenon of moral licensing, where people are more likely to transgress following a good deed (Mullen & Monin, 2016).

Finally, it is worth noting that a number of clinical disorders are characterized by negative, unstable beliefs about the self, and many empirically validated therapies are based on the notion that psychiatric disorders arise from aberrant (moral) self-representations (Moutoussis et al., 2014). A deeper understanding of how people form and update moral self-beliefs may therefore be an important component of developing more effective treatments for psychiatric disorders. More broadly, understanding moral self-inference might be key to developing interventions that facilitate moral learning: people are only motivated to change their behavior if they believe that they need to change.

A second set of questions concerns how moral inference operates in the modern digital age. Artificially intelligent (AI) machines are increasingly tasked with decisions that have profound moral implications. For example, AI is being used to allocate scarce medical resources, inform parole decisions, and guide autonomous vehicles. How do people infer the moral “character” of AI? And how do moral inferences about AI relate to trust in these new technologies? There is some evidence that moral inferences about AI follows similar principles to human moral inference, such as mistrust in utilitarians. For instance, in dilemmas where autonomous vehicles must decide whether to sacrifice their passengers to save a larger number of pedestrians (a utilitarian strategy), most people would prefer to buy and ride in non-utilitarian vehicles that protect their passengers at all costs (Bonnefon et al., 2016). One intriguing possibility is that moral inference is relationship-specific for AI, just as it is for humans. People might prefer non-utilitarian AI for machines they interact with closely, like a personal car, but prefer
utilitarian AI for applications that affect broader swathes of the population, like an algorithm informing government policies for disaster relief. In any case, public acceptance of AI will depend on a deeper understanding of these issues.

In addition, algorithms are increasingly mediating our interactions with one another. As of this writing, there are over 3 billion active users of online social networks like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter combined, many of whom use the platforms daily for news consumption and political engagement. Moralized content (e.g., expressions of outrage) is especially likely to be shared online (Brady et al., 2017, 2020), and newsfeed algorithms prioritize and amplify this content (Brady et al., 2021; M. J. Crockett, 2017). Notably, people infer moral character from outrage expressions (Jordan, Hoffman, Bloom, et al., 2016; Jordan & Rand, 2019). Because people are more likely to encounter outrageous content online than offline (Crockett, 2017), moral inference might be operating more frequently and more intensively in our online than offline interactions. This has important implications for how we perceive others: if online interactions provide more information relevant to moral inference than offline interactions, we might be faster to form moral impressions of people we interact with online than offline. But how accurate are these impressions? Our newsfeeds do not show us everything expressed by everyone in our networks; they show us a cherry-picked sample, displaying only those expressions that the algorithms expect to grab our attention. Consider a hypothetical Twitter user, Alex, who tweets frequently and expresses outrage only once out of every 100 posts. But the newsfeed algorithm ignores the 99% neutral posts and promotes just the outrage expressions. To Alex’s followers, Alex is all outrage all the time. But this moral inference is based on incomplete data – not only are Alex’s followers ignorant to 99% of Alex’s posts online, they probably know even less about how Alex behaves offline. On aggregate, this process could result in widespread misperceptions of moral character.

This hypothesis is related to a third, foundational question about moral inference. We know that moral behavior is highly sensitive to situational factors (Aquino et al., 2009; Ellemers et al., 2019; Gino,
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2015; Hofmann et al., 2014; Tsang, 2002). In other words, there is very little evidence for the existence of true “good guys” and “bad guys.” And yet, we cannot help but essentialize morality, considering moral characteristics to be immutable, innate, and central to identity (Heiphetz, 2019; Heyman & Gelman, 2000; Newman et al., 2014; Strohminger & Nichols, 2014). We are constantly on the lookout for evidence to guide moral inference, and moral inference seems to operate as if stable moral dispositions exist and are discoverable via observation. Why are we built this way? Given the overwhelming amount of data we encounter in our daily lives that shows us just how variable social behavior is, why do we nevertheless continue to divide up the world into heroes and villains? What are the benefits of moral inference operating in this way, and what are the costs? Perhaps the benefits of binarizing moral inference outweighed its costs in the environment of ancestral humans. But this may no longer be the case today, where moral information can ricochet around the globe with lightning speed and new technologies nudge us to rapidly form strong moral impressions of others whom we may never meet face-to-face. By continuing to study the computational mechanisms and relational logic of moral inference, we can begin to answer these important questions.
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